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President
JOHANN GALDIES

INTRODUCTION
Each year, we try to work
harder than the previous
years to try and achieve
more. But what is our ultimate goal, and how can
we measure success? Unlike a business or a pressure group, it is hard for
S-Cubed executive members to really gauge their
level of success that they
have achieved for that year.
This is because the main
aim of S-Cubed is to serve
the science students them-

selves. It is up to each and
every student to tell us how
successful we were in making him or her feel more
at home within our faculty, and it is only the science student body which
has any right to judge our
achievements this year. For
this purpose, now that this
term has come to an end, I
really wish to encourage all
science student to participate at the AGM and elections, as well as throughout
the following year. Something which I have always
believed in, and which my

years within the S-Cubed
executive have confirmed,
is that progress within
our society can only take
place if, and only if, more
students decide to play
an active and contributory role within our society.
After all, S-Cubed is not a
select club, a small clique,
but an ever-expanding network of students, prospective students and alumni. I hope that this year
was no exception, with
regards to the increase
of quality and outreach.

INNOVATION IS THE
KEY TO SUCCESS
This
year, we tried our best to
let past achievements propel us forward and help us
seek new horizons, rather
than to let them shackle us to some old boring
routine. For this reason, I
can say that this year’s executive did its utmost to
expand our borders and
try out new and innovative events and participate in several initiatives.
From the feedback which
we have received, we are
confident that this healthy
mix of old, recent and
outright new has been a
great success and enjoyed
by many students, veterans and first-timers alike.

SPREADING THE
NEWS
Judging books by their
covers is a temptation
which we all must avoid.
However, I for one am
confident that this did not
concern this year’s term. If
you’ve got it, flaunt it! This
year we felt that promotion
and public image needed
a revamp, and with last
year’s improvements to
work on, I must say that

promotion has excelled
this year. Promotion of
events, initiatives, and
down-right existence, can
be achieved through a
plethora of media, and I
sincerely hope that next
year’s executive will go on
to make greater strides
towards more effective
communication, whether
through social media,
websites, emails and
word-of-mouth; to faculty
students, other students,
staff members and even

extreme importance, and
this year we ensured that
we kept in constant touch
with each other by various
media, most important
being the weekly 2-hour
meetings and daily via
emails. We also ensured
that all work and progress
is documented for future
use by executives yet to
come, and detailed reports
of events and ideas were
compiled and filed within
S-Cubed’s
directory.

the general public.

LEADERSHIP VALUES

RESPONSIBLE

Being an executive member means being a leader.
This year, we happened
to consist of a large number of executive members
which had already served
within the previous term,
and so the task of passing
on certain values and customs to the new members
was not confined to me
and a few others. However, any organisation must
need a person whose role
is to lead the organisation.
Within s-cubed, this role
is carried primarily by the
president, but also by the
vice-president. Martina’s
role within S-Cubed was no
less important than mine,
and here I would like to
thank her for her constant
dedication and availability.

ADMINISTRATION
S-Cubed key success,
and one which has been
honoured and perfected
through these past eleven
years, is its efficient
internal
organisation.
One of my major roles as
president was to ensure
that diligent care was taken
by each executive member
to work in an accountable
and transparent manner.
All group meetings are
minuted and copies of
S-Cubed
documents
are stored in several
places, both virtually and
physically. Efficient intercommunication is also of

LEAVING OUR MARK

			
I
feel
confident in saying that this
year S-Cubed has truely established its place as
one of the foremost student
societies
within
Malta, and the number of entities which
approached us seeking
our collaboration was
not small. This year, we
launched initiatives and
events in collaboration
with many other entities,
both internal at university
and also from other spheres
in life, such as the Society

of Biology, Nature Trust
Malta, MMSA, MHSA, JEF
Malta, UESA, TDM, ICTsa,
the Malta Chamber of Scientists, Klabb 3-16, Agenzija Zghazagh, St. James
Centre for Art and Creativity, ASCS and Y4TE.
Such collaborations serve
as a message to all, that
we can all work together
and use our differences to
strengthen each other. This
year’s events, both those
organized in collaboration with other organisations and those organised
solely by S-Cubed, ranged
from an educational trip

abroad to campaigns and
parties; and from the feedback which we received,
all were a great success.
These events, and the effort
which has been undertaken in order to make them,
is what has made S-Cubed
grow at a tremendous rate
this year, and this continued thriving owes much
to the previous years and
the executive teams which
served in them. I myself
am beyond any doubt that
S-Cubed will continue to
establish and publicize its
profile on both a national and international level.

Final words
			

A

s my two year journey comes
to an end I would like to
thank this year’s executive
and the 2011-2012 executive for
their support and friendship, which
have helped me grow. This has been
a steep learning curve and has taught
me much about myself. It has been

a truly memorable experience for
me and I hope that, at least, some
of the decisions I took and words I
said have served to help S-Cubed to
move forward on its path of growth.

Vice President
MARTINA MIZZI

INTRODUCTION
The Science students society’s main aim has always
been to promote unity
amongst all science students, and year after year
the organisation strives
to decrease faculty fragmentation and strengthen the feeling of unity.
In my post of vice-president, my responsibilities
included co-ordinating the
committee’s work together
with the president, which
entailed communicating

on a regular basis with
each and every executive
member in order to offer support and advice, as
well as updating ourselves

constantly with the work
of the subcommittees.

ADMINISTRATIVE
REPORTS
Following S-Cubed’s previous ranking in fourth
place, this year for the first
time ever, the organisation
placed third amongst thirty-two organisations. This
was the highest ranking
achieved to date, and was
obtained as a result of the
previous executive’s hard
work and joint team effort
to maintain the organisation’s high standards.
Although S-Cubed’s greatest basis of funding is obtained through corporate
sponsorhips, the University also offers a student societies grants which further
provides financial support
and the possibility of several events throughout the
year. The grant was given
on the basis of the quality
of the organization’s work,
and this contributed to the

enhancement of this year’s
initiatives and events.
During
the
summer
months, the student organisation summer work phase
programme, managed by
the department of education, rewards students
forming part of student
organisations on the basis
of a report describing the
work done during the summer. This year, S-Cubed
was rewarded eight work
phase payments, and were
equally shared between
the executive members.
Executive members who
resigned prior to end of
term were also given a partial share of the payments.

OFFICE UPKEEPING
Due to the organization’s
top ranking in the room allocations report, S-Cubed

once again obtained its’
own office, and as part of
my job as vice-president,
it was important to regularly ensure the office was
kept in order for professionality as well as for executive members to work
comfortably. The layout of
the office was revamped
at the beginning of the semester, increasing room
space and mobility, and
the office was cleared often especially after events.
S-Cubed also invested in
an external hard drive,
which served as a back up.

READY, SET, MUNICH –
INTERNATIONAL TRIP
Following S-Cubed’s previous trips to London,
Switzerland and Paris, the
German city of Munich
was chosen for this year’s
educational trip abroad. A

group of 49 students, the majority of
which came from the faculty of science,
applied for the trip. Besides being famous
for its architecture and cultural scene,
Munich is a major international centre of
business, science, research and medicine.
During their stay, the students visited the
Deutcshes museum, which is the largest science and technology museum in
the world. The group also were given the
choice to either visit the Max Planck Institute of astrophysics which forms part

of the Max Planck society, Germany’s
most successful and world-reknowned research organization, or the Gene centre at
the University of Munich, one of Europe’s
most prestigious universities. The students
were also given the opportunity to visit
the natural Partnach Gorge in Garmisch,
as well as attend a tour about the history
of beer in Bavaria. Positive feedback was
received by attendees who praised the organisation of the trip as well as the layout of
the progamme which provided a balance
between educational and social activities.

Final words
		

S

-Cubed has been a part of me ever
since I enrolled in the faculty of
science, and will always be close to
my heart. I would like to thank all the
people I had the opportunity of working
with during the past three years as an
S-Cubed executive member, as well as
all the people I met and friendships
made throughout my time at Univeristy.

I
sincerely
believe
student
organisations are there for the benefit
of the students, and I encourage each
and every student to take interest
and be more active in S-Cubed,
after all, academic achievements are
nothing without essential life skills!

Secretary General
ELENA SCHEMBRI

INTRODUCTION
During this term, the
S-Cubed executive was balanced with past and new
members. The executive
also saw a variety of courses touching almost every
department within our
Faculty, which was easier
to know the difficulties that
the students were facing
in every department. We
have always believed that
a well-functioning team
depended a lot on good
communication between
each other, and although

a lot of difficulties were
faced, I can say that the
past year was a successful
one for our organisation.
Moreover, the past year
was full of different activities and events, mostly
social but also educational.

THE EXECUTIVE
Twelve members were
elected to the executive
during last year’s elections. These were Johann
Galdies, Martina Mizzi,
Elena Schembri, Marija
Cini, Ryan Sultana, Anna

Pulo, Steve Vella, Daniel
Vella, John Paul Mizzi, Donatella Bongailas, Becky
Camilleri and Maria Cuschieri. During the year,
Anna Pulo and Maria Cuschieri resigned from their
post as they were no longer
students registered with
the Faculty of Science and
therefore could not be part
of the executive any longer.
They resigned on the 10th
September and 8th January
respectively. The executive
decided that Alexander
Hili should join the executive instead of Anna.

Alexander was chosen as he
came 13th in the election.
Later on, both Rebecca Camilleri and Donatella Bongailas resigned for personal reasons. They resigned
on the 24th April and 14th
March respectively. On behalf of S-Cubed, I would
like to thank them for
their involvement in this
term. Thereafter, the executive roles were as follows:
PRESIDENT
Johann Galdies
VICE-PRESIDENT
Martina Mizzi
SECRETARY GENERAL
Elena Schembri
TREASURER
Marija Cini
PUBLIC RELATIONS
OFFICER
Ryan Sultana
MEDIA OFFICER
Daniel Vella
ACTIVITIES
COORDINATOR
Steve Vella
EVENTS OFFICER
John Paul Mizzi
STUDENTS
RELATIONS OFFICER
Alexander Hili

Since Donatella and Rebecca (Education Office), resigned the work
of their office was distributed amongst the
rest of the executive.

WORK THROUGHOUT
THE YEAR
There were 25-minuted
executive meetings, which
were held once a week
during the scholastic year
and once every month
during the summer. Such
meetings served the purpose to officially present
items, taking final decisions on issues as well as
delegating work and organising events. Refunds
and other money transfers
were also noted in the minutes. Moreover, non-executive meetings took
place during the year, and
served for a better communication and planning
for individual events that
occurred throughout the
year. Apart from the exec-

utive and non-executive
meetings, the executive
was actively functioning
via an executive Google Group and Facebook
Group, especially from
one meeting to another.
These served for better
communication and sharing of information about
the progression of work, in
a quick and efficient way.
In summer a Planning
Weekend was held at ZHN
Residence in Saint Paul’s
Bay, with the purpose to
brainstorm events, address
our limitations, purposes
and goals for the upcoming year. In addition to
that, it was very helpful in
producing a framework
for the year, so to keep
the organisation active
throughout the whole year.
Apart from the meetings
held throughout the year,
S-Cubed executives attended a conference about
the future role of KSU
and discussions with other students’ organisations.

ATTENDANCE
P – Present
E – Excused

SUBCOMMITTEES
There were 2 subcommittees throughout this term,
which were chaired by
executive members and
included
non-executive
members. The following
is a list of subcommittees and their members:
Science in the City
Subcommittee:
Chair: Donatella Bongailas
and Rebecca Camilleri
Members: Maria Attard,
Joseph Azzopardi, Julian
Bonello, James Ciarlo`,
Maria Cuschieri, Anita Farrugia, Josef Fiteni,
Jean Paul Formosa, Ca-

triona Francica, Kirsty
Goodlip, William Hicklin, Alexander Hili, Brandon Seychell, Julia Vella
Science Communication
Subcommittee:
Chair: Becky Camilleri
Members: Anita Farrugia,
Mireille
Farruga,
Mikela
Zerafa

DAY IN, DAY OUT
In between one event
and another, the S-Cubed
team balanced a very full
student life to produce an
experience for our members. Being based at an
office in Students’ House,

our documents and reports are well-kept and organised for reference and
transparency. As Secretary
General, I had the responsibility for organising these
records, as well as organise
the folder on the Google
Drive Folder, which we
share amongst up to keep
soft copy of the documents
and report, and following
the work being carried out
and delegated to each executive member between
meetings. Efficient work
is the result of keeping the
work in check throughout
the whole year. This shall
be reported in the rest of
this year’s Annual Report.

Final words
			

I would like to thank the
rest of the executive members for
being part of this experience and
from whom I learnt a lot. Last but
not least, I would like to thank all

the students for the continuous
support, as without them
S-Cubed would not be this active.

Treasurer
MARIJA CINI

INTRODUCTION

TREASURER’S ROLE

managing of the events.

S-Cubed is a non-profit
organisation that depends
on its funds from sponsors, University of Malta
Grants to Students Societies and income generated from events organised
throughout the year. With
this financial aid, S-Cubed
can optimize the quality of
the events whilst minimising the cost for the student.
			
			

My role of treasurer in
S-Cubed is to manage its
finances whilst finding a
balance between the profits
and losses of events. This
will then give an indication
of the budgeting of future
events. Consequently in
the run up of every event
a clear idea of the expected income and expenses
are made so as to be able
to cater accordingly to
prevent unnecessarily losses. This gives the chance
for better planning and

One of the treasurer’s responsibilities is to issue a
monthly update of both
of S-Cubed accounts and
money held in the cash
box. By doing this, one can
keep track of the incoming and outgoing money,

whilst also keeping an
eye of the grand total.
This proves to be of great
aid when tracking all the
transactions of every event
held as well as minimises
the risk of money being
misdirected.
Transparency is a key factor in every organisation.
By doing these monthly
updates as well as keeping

records of receipts of every
payment, transparency was
being ensured.
Taking into consideration
the financial situation of
the economy, it has been
difficult for our organisation to find sponsors, however we managed to obtain
three. These are Papier
Plus studio, Malta Council
for Science and Technolo-

gy and My Event Planner,
with Papier Plus studios
subsidizing printing expenses. Without their financial support it would
have been difficult to set
up such events during the
year. It goes without saying that with their support,
hundreds of students are
benefitting.

Final words
			

F

inally, without the help given
by every executive member
and the constant support from
our sponsors, events organised
throughout this year wouldn’t
have been affordable to students.
As my second year comes to an

end I would like to thank this
year’s executive for being part of
this wonderful experience and
last but not least all the students
for their continuous support.

Public Relations OfficerRYAN SULTANA

INTRODUCTION

FACEBOOK & TWITTER

As PRO my main aim for
this year was to make it
possible for science students and other people interested in science to share
their ideas and opinions
with their peers through
our S-Cubed media, while
at the same time making
it easier for them to know
how they can contribute to
S-Cubed and benefit from
from the organization
that represents them.
		

As mentioned previously,
our outreach on Facebook
has increased significantly over the past year. Such
can be seen from the likes
on our official S-Cubed
Facebook page which skyrocketed with an increase
of 230% from 550 likes
to 1,255 in just a year. We
also cannot forget the 870
members of our Facebook
S-Cubed group, which acts
as a second portal for promoting our activities on
Facebook. Although the

increase in likes could have
been a natural one, we saw
bursts of increase in likes
on specific occassions,
which mainly co-occured
with large events such as
On The Trail or Freshers’
Week. However, in my
opinion, what helped the
page to become recognized
was a good Media Officer
taking care of having high
quality posters, photos
and videos of our events.
Twitter was used mainly
by linking it with the website, which automatically
forwarded posts to twitter.

MAGAZINE – IN TOUCH
S-Cubed publishes the
magazine In Touch which
was aimed to give a space
for people to write about
their work at University and share their opinions. This year I saw that
the magazine required an
overhaul because the layout was lacking in structure and it was not attracting people’s attention.
As a PRO I worked with a
designer and came up with
an overall new look for In
Touch while still keeping
the familiar articles of previous years. It was decided
to split the magazine into
sections including; Ideas,
Student Experiences, Perspectives and Opinions
with an article for each.
These were preceeded by
a Few Words from the
S-Cubed president and a
new way for freshers to get
to know the executive; two

pages with funny questions
providing an insight on
the lives of each executive
member.
			

WRISTBANDS

S-Cubed members did not
have any apparel to show
their support for S-Cubed
so wristbands were created for this purpose. The
wristbands were sold for
charity during a charity
event, and sold thereafter
normally. The wristband
incorporates 5 encircled
logos, designed by the
Media Officer, of the 5
different departments and
the S-Cubed logo symbolising unity between the
Faculty departments.
			
		

WEBSITE

		
S-Cubed.org.mt
was
launched in October 2012
and this year I saw that

it required some changes to make it more easy
to navigate through. New
sections were set up with
drop down menues on the
header including; Education, Media, International,
Science Communication
and Member’s Corner.
Each section incorporated
secondary pages that are
easily accessible through
a drop-down menu when
you move the mouse
pointer over the section
titles. These minor changes made it easier for people to access and find the
information they required
through
the
website.
The Members’ Corner was
set up with a portal for
people to sign up or set up
sub-committees. The corner also includes the 2nd
hand book database, blog
and book review portal.

INTERNATIONAL
AFFILIATIONS

The Book Reviews page
was set up after a suggestion from a science
student. This page has
not yet been used by students, but it is available
for everyone at any time.

BLOG – THE WAY
FORWARD
In Touch magazine should
become fully integrated
with a blog and become
an online platform, rather than stay as a magazine
which was seen to be lack-

ing outreach. In this blog,
people can submit their articles to one of the sections
so as to be featured on the
website. Therefore, all students and people interested
in writing or sharing their
work can do so through
the blog which would be
split as the already existing
scubed.org.mt/blog, taking
its place. A new magazine
targeted specifically towards Freshers is a possibility as replacement for
the hard copy of In Touch.

The previous year’s affiliations with the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC),
Institute of Physics (IOP),
International
Association of Physics Students
({iaps}) and Society of Biology (SOB) were renewed.
These provided us with
materials to distribute
during Freshers’ week
including leaflets, keychains, pens and other
promotional
material.
All of these societies
were promoted through
our website RSC and
SOB have a discount
membership
available
for S-Cubed members.

Final words
			

T

he changes occuring in
In Touch magazine, the
advent of an S-Cubed blog
and the possibility of a new
way to attract Freshers’ are all
ideas budding from changes
that have already occured this
year. It is in the interest of a

new PRO to continue working
on these changes and improve
on what has already been set out.

Media Officer
DANIEL VELLA

INTRODUCTION

The media officer is
concerned with the visual
aspect of the organization.
My main aim this year
was to revamp and give
S-Cubed a fresh, new look.
This is essential as media is
what catches the students’
eye first and is one of the
most powerful promotional tools of an organization.
My job was to ensure all
media of events and all
other initiatives were all
up to standard so as to
encourage and promote
further student involvement in S-Cubed.		

DESIGN WORK
One of my main aims this
year was to make our Facebook page more appealing.
The first thing one sees

when getting invited to an
event on Facebook is its
artwork. Hence it was ensured that all posters had
a modern, fresh look and
were up to standard. This

actually makes the event
look more professional and
inviting. As a media officer,
I had to provide artworks
for every event. My job
also involved the design
of publications such as
the Fresher’s Week leaflet,
International Trip Handbook and this Annual Report booklet. The Fresher’s
week leaflet was given a
new look, making it more
attractive and appealing
as well as easier to understand for freshers.
			
Designer Denise Axiaq designed the All Aboard, On
the Trail, Annual Seminar,
Karaoke Night and Seven
Deadly Sins posters.
All other posters and
artworks were designed by
myself.

PHOTOGRAPHY
As a media officer, I was
also responsible for caputuring the moments in every event. This also helps
to promote our events by
uploading these photos
on our Facebook page and
make those who attended relive the moments.
This also plays a crucial
part in increasing traffic
towards our page, which
saw a drastic increase in
outreach this year. The

photo competition in
freshers’ week is a clear
example of this as it also
gave S-Cubed a lot more
presence on campus. My
passion for photography
was an asset in this role as
I was able to be S-Cubed’s
own photographer in all
events. Owen Attard and
Jonathan Pulis helped in
shooting photos in Share
!t events. Rachelle Zammit
Mamo and Owen Attard
are also responsible for the
Executive’s team photos.

VIDEOS
A new events playlist
was set up on our YouTube page (http://goo.gl/
Rle5BE). This was set up
so as to create short video
features after some events.
As a media officer I wanted to upgrade our media
from just photos and wanted to incorporate videos
of events too. Therefore,
I also used to shoot video
in some events which include the All Aboard Boat
Party, Science in the City
and Seven Deadly Sins.
Sam Chetcuti was responsible for the shooting and
editing of The Lab’s video whilst Faisal Sadegh
helped in the shooting of
the video for the Science
in the City video. Becky

Camilleri also helped in
the shooting of the All
Aboard video.

LOGO DESIGN

		
S-Cubed’s logo is found
on every photo and poster and it needed a bit of
a finishing touch so as to
make S-Cubed look new
and fresh. Therefore a
white logo enclosed in a
blue circle with a white
stroke was used. Although
not a complete rebrand,
this still gave the logo
and our page a fresher,
cleaner look for our term.

Final words
			

T

his has been an exceptional
year for S-Cubed and I feel
that I owe a lot to this organization.
The role of a media officer is
very time consuming, yet worth
while. I hope it is given the same
importance next year as media is
a crucial part of an organization.
S-Cubed has given me a lot; it has

opened new doors for me, made
me believe in myself more and
has given me the opportunity to
develop new skills. Last but not
least, S-Cubed has given me the
best feeling of belonging. Never
have I felt so part of a team. Thank
you for everything. May S-Cubed
reach greater milestones next year.

Activities Coordinator

Events Officer

STEVE VELLA

JOHN PAUL MIZZI

INTRODUCTION
The activities sector
together with media was
given special importance
this year, as besides promoting S-Cubed through
exposure and improving
our relations with other
student organisations, they
directly involve students
and increase participation.
As a result, a significant
improvement was seen
in all events, and this
reflected in the increase in
student participation.

YOUTH MARKET
This event took place on the
5th of July and was hosted
by Agenzija Zaghzagh.The

event was seen as a great
opportunity to increase
student activism as well as
promote youth initiatives
such as S-Cubed. During
this event a stand was also
given in order to present
S-Cubed’s work.

ALL ABOARD
The first event hosted by
S-Cubed this year was
‘All Aboard’, which took
place in mid-summer (
3rd of August). This was
S-Cubed’s first boat party,
and aimed to bring students together even during
the summer period and
to link one scholastic year
with the other. This event
deemed to be very success-

ful and was in fact sold out.

TRY DIVE
In
association
with
DiveMed, S-Cubed once
again organised a try dive
in August in order to give
students the opportunity
to discover the world of
diving, especially to students studying biology. As
always, all equipment was
given and a professional
diver provided all the information and equipment
required prior to the dive.

MEET THE FRESHERS
Meet the freshers aimed
at gathering all freshers of
the faculty of Science in
order to get to know each
other before the semester
begins. This took place
at Dun Karm square and
S-cubed provided free
nibbles and drinks. A considerable number of first
year students attended.

THE 9TH ANNUAL
SCIENCE SEMINAR
This seminar took place
at Baystreet hotel and
aimed at uniting students
through educational as
well as social events. The
programme consisted of
an open bar party called “
Seven Deadly Sins” (Surfside) which took place on
a Friday night , a karaoke
event at the hotel on Saturday night and several educational workshops related
to science communication,
public speaking and ethics.: Friday’s event was sold
out and the whole weekend
was given positive feedback.

PAINTBALL SHOWDOWN
This event was a collaborative event with MMSA
and seeked to unite science

students with medical students as well as two student
organisations
together
through a unique initiative;
a paintball tournament.
Beverages and food were
also supplied during the
event, and positive feedback was given.

ON THE TRAIL
On the trail is one of
S-Cubed’s most awaited
events and took place at
the Dwejra campsite. This
outdoor camping activitiy
included a treasure hunt
in Mdina, followed by a
BBQ, games and jamming
session at the campsite,
and a horse riding event
in Bidnija. The event was
sold out with 92 people, the
greatest number of attendees to date.
On Sunday, after the campsite was cleared, participants were invited for
horse riding at Bidnija
Horse Riding.

SANTA’S A-LIST
This was a collaborative
event which took place on
the 28th of December and
was organised by S-Cubed,
UESA, JEF, TDM 2000,
ICTSA, and ASCS. This
event took place at the
Le Meridien and besides
strengthening
collbora-

tions with our organizations, such an event gathers University students in
an informal atmosphere
for the Christime season.
This was a semi-formal
event which consisted of
an acoustic session and
DJs. A Raffle was organised and tickets were sold
during the event, and profits where partially donated
to charity.

AFTERMATH
The aftermath was yet another collaborative event in
which MMSA and MHSA
took part, and was promoted as an end of exams
celebration gathering for
all students. This event
took place at stardust last
february and was sold out
with a total of 869 students
attending. This event also
strengthened the relationship between S-Cubed,
MMSA and MHSA.

ANNUAL SCIENCE
GATHERING
This year, the Annual Science gathering that took
place on the 7thof March,
and brings staff from the
faculty of science as well
as students closer together, through an informal
reception including food
and beverages.Positive
response was shown and
in fact the event was also
sold out.

THE LAB
Following last year’s success, The Lab once again
took place in April during

the Easter recess. This
open bar was held in Amazonia in Qawra and attendance was satisfactory with
250 people present.

Final words
		

S

tudent activism is increasing year
after year. On the whole, most
of S-Cubed’s events increased in
student attendance , and more events
involving collaborations with other
student organisations were organised.
Despite this, there is always room
for improvement and we hope that
the activities sector continues to
grow bigger, better, and stronger
in order for S-Cubed to keep on

moving forward as it is doing so now.
We would firstly would like to thank
all the executive, which helped out in
order to make these events possible.
as well as all students who helped
out, especially promoters. Finally,
and most importantly, we would
like to thank all the people who
attended our events and contributed
to
making
them
successful.

Student Relations OfficerALEXANDER HILI
INTRODUCTION
This year the Student
Relations Officer was anew
role which focused on directly connecting students
with the executive team.
Allowing for the needs of
the student to be answered
directly, giving a platform
for the University Science
students to be able to be
more active on campus.

FRESHER’S WEEK
Fresher’s week is all about
the student, and thus we
made it so. Due to the importance of making the

freshman feeling accepted
at our faculty and to make
the other students feel
welcomed back a number
of activities were put up.
The first was the Fresher’s
Stand which was of vital
importance to attract as
much students as possible.

On the stand information
about the society was distributed though flyer and
our magazine In Touch.
Tours around campus for
first year students were also
organized.

A photo competition was
also set up and the photos
were uploaded to Facebook. The one with the
most likes won a seminar package worth 70 euros. This also increaseed
traffic towards our page.
A freshman introductory
presentation was held after
the dean finished speaking
to the fresher’s by Johann
Galdies, Ryan Sultana and
Alexander Hili to welcome all of the fresher’s
and explain in detail what
S-Cubed is about and how
they could be part of it.

KE/KPS SEMINAR
These seminars are aimed
to educate and boost organizations to improve their
work ethic and allowing
us to be able to provide a
better job and give the students we represent a better

experience while we are
holding our term of service.
Due to circumstance outside our executive’s control,
no one from the executive
team was able to attend
the first seminar. However
Marija Cini and Alexander
Hili attended the second
seminar and this provided
training on leadership and
the repercussions of ones
actions, thus how a leader
must be able to focus and
keep calm under even the
most stressful of conditions. Other talks were given including those about
leadership, teamwork, voluntary organization, cyber
bullying and how to handle

monetary funds. The stand
KSU was going to take on
cyber bullying and on education and how it can be
improved was discussed.
The minutes of both Seminars can be found on
the KSU website under
the Social Policy section.

CHARITY INITIATIVE

			
Student organizations, together with KSU, teamed
up to raise funds for Istrina, Dar tal-providenza and
RIDT. S-Cubed organized
a movie night marathon
which involved screening
of 3 Christmas themed
movies. At the marathon
popcorn, hot chocolate
and mulled wine were
served. All the proceedings made where given to
charity with a grand total
of 101.50 EUR was given to
the KSU charity campaign.

PULSE REPORT
A report for Pulses’ conference about what students
would like to see improved
at university in the Faculty
of Science was compiled
by S-Cubed and presented by Thomas Bajada on
S-Cubed behalf, which
could not attend the event
due to logistical and unexpected events. The report
focused on investment for
R&I in Malta and the lack
of freedom students at university have at exploring
what they enjoy working
on and personal growth.

FIRST AID
S-Cubed was approached
by an ex-science student
to deliver First Aid courses
together with S-Cubed.
S-Cubed felt that being
on the line to help other
human beings in need was
important. There were 13
students who attended
these courses and they
were held at the Mosta
Scouts Headquarters.

CHEMISTRY LAB
TOURS
As part of the Discovery
University week organised

on campus, S-Cubed organized a couple of tours
around the various different laboratories found inside the chemistry building
aimed at giving an interesting picture to secondary
school students of what
a degree in chemistry involves.

BIOLOGY WEEK

member of this said society) and included the
launch of Adopt a Plant
Campaign and a beach
cleanup with KSU.
S-Cubed also set up an
event called ‘S-Cubed
Goes to the Malta National Aquarium’, which was
promoted through Biology
Week.

This year was marked by
new environmental campaigns by S-Cubed which
took place during Biology
Week (a Society of Biology
initiative which S-Cubed
took part in, as a BioSoc

Final words

W

ays to improve on the past
would be setting up a feedback form which is given to students
at fresher’s week and posted online
on the website and though Facebook
allowing for a larger student base
participation. Thus all the events
would then have a larger feedback,
this leading to improvements on
events which occur in series. I believe my role in this office has allowed
S-Cubed to better connect with the

faculty in terms both of student to executive communication as well as faculty to executive connections. Due to
our already existing connections better
bridges where built this year allowing
for better dialogue to be set up. owever,
much work is needed to be done and
the road ahead is still long and winding however, next year, I am sure work
will keep going on and projects which
started this year will grow and become
more significant as time goes on.

Education Office
AMERICA MINDTREKKERS
In Summer 2013, Daniel
Vella was chosen to
represent S-Cubed in
Michigan Tech University
in Houghton, America.
The main aim of this
trip was to learn about a
science
communication
organization
called
MindTrekkers
and
establish a branch of it
in Malta. The aim of this
organization is to promote
science to kids and
teenagers by demonstrating
fun experiments. This trip
was also conducted to
strengthen the relationship
between the University
of Malta and that of
Michigan Tech. The first
Mind Trekkers event was
organized successfully in
March 2014 at St Thomas
Moore Girls Secondary
School. Mind Trekker is
not yet officially established
in Malta but will be by
the end of this year and
will incorporate different
student
organizations
for one main aim.

SHARE !T
Share !T was continued
on from last year, this is
an event which allows
for students to talk about
what they like in science
and show this in front of
others. This year this was
met with exceptional talents in the presentation of
the topics and it allowed
for interfaculty talks with a
students from other faculties coming to give presentations on what they found
interesting.

SCIENCE IN THE CITY
The annual huge science
communication
event,
happening in Valletta yet
again invited S-Cubed
to put up a show. A large
area was allocated with us
where Physics, Biology and
Chemistry stands were set
up with their respective
demonstrations. A main
stage was also present
where spectacular demonstrations were taking place,
including mini fireworks
demonstrations. A huge
number of people joined
us on our stand. These
demonstrations were repeated at Notte Bianca.

SCIENCE COMMUNICATION PROGRAMME
Continuing on last year’s
work, this year new series of
scientific demonstrations
were delivered to primary
school children, allowing
them the opportunity to
participate in interactive
sessions. These sessions,
which
consisted of a
number
of
scientific
demonstrations performed
by science students as well

as a number games devised
to test the children’s
curiosity and knowledge,
were held both at the St.
James Centre for Art and
Creativity and at Floriana
Primary school. This show
also included a puppet
show called Zargo comes
to Earth which goes hand
in hand with the science
demonstrations.
This
initiative was coordinated
by Becky Camilleri and
new recruits joined the
sub-committee.
Once

again, these sessions were
well received with excellent
feedback from the teachers
and
children
alike.

PERSEID
SHOWER

METEOR

This event was primarly
organised as a social gathering for anyone interested
in watching the Perseid
Meteor Shower of 2013, a
natural
phenomonenon
which around 40 people
experienced.

